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Whether writing a shopping list or a poem, art and flower lovers will find this handy, inexpensive,

and beautiful pocket-sized notebook irresistible. Its front and back covers are adorned with a

full-color reproduction of van Gogh's 1889 floral masterpiece Irises. Blank pages.
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Although his works fetch record-breaking prices at modern auctions, Vincent van Gogh

(1853Ã¢â‚¬â€œ90) sold only a single painting in his lifetime. The artist labored in obscurity, creating

hundreds of paintings and more than 1,000 drawings in the 10-year period before his suicide. His

posthumous fame grew quickly, and his influence on Expressionism, Fauvism, and other branches

of modern art is beyond calculation.

I recieved my notebook a bit earlier than expected which is always a plus.When i ordered this

notebook i was under the impression it was a normal size notebook. Even recieving the package i

thought it was because it was in a big envelope, so when i opened it and seen it was a very small

one about the size of my hand i was a little disappointedOther than the size it is very nice. The

picture on the front is very pretty and shiney. The pages are very smooth. Great idea to carry

around to make notes, or a grocery list, or a little doodle pad.I would definitely recommend this to

someone as long as they know it is not a standard size big notebook



my dad needed to spend an extra dollor to get free shipping with  prime. we searched one dollor

items and found alot of things that were over a dollor. we decided we would get this beacause it was

only one dollor and free shipping[for us]. this wonderful, van Gogh notebook is good for: jornal, art

book, and idea notepad. you or your kids will love this. it is about 60 pages of blank printer paper in

a appropriate size to put in your purse. get this for only one dollor. it is amazing and a great deal. so

if you are looking to be creative and need something to express yourself, pick up one of these

today.

A small attractive notebook that's small enough to fit in a back pocket. Unfortunately, I missed the

description that explained the pages are blank... I was hoping for a lined notebook.

Got this as a little happy for my sister. Irises are her favorite flower and the Van Gogh painting are a

particular favorite.

These are cute books. They are small, can fit into the palm of your hand, and make great notepads

for a purse or backpack. The are not lined, and this may throw some people off. Overall, a good

purchase for around a buck.

It's a gorgeous but VRRY small notebook. Not many pages and is the size to put in your back

pocket. Disappointed as I thought it would be a little bigger with more pages....

Very thin cover that offers no support or protection, very thin paper. Not going to get much use out

of this one but at least it was cheap. I will say that the graphics and colors of the cover are very nice

and vivid.

This is a cute little blank notebook that will be used as an addition to a gift basket. The notebook is a

little smaller than I had originally anticipated, but I didn't really pay attention to the dimensions, so I

wasn't upset. I like that the notebook has blank pages so it can be used for a variety of purposes

and not just for making lists or taking notes. This will make a nice addition to a larger gift basket.
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